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About This Game

Road Rage is an over-the-top, knock-down-drag-out motorcycle combat game that tests your skill on a range of badass bikes.
Race, fight, and hustle your way through the ranks of an insane outlaw motorcycle gang.

Use various bikes, weapons, and battle maneuvers to propel you into a position of ultimate authority. Push the limits of combat
racing, exploring an open-world and playing over 90 missions that will offer the opportunity to progress to Club President.

* Extensive Gameplay Variety. Play 42 story-driven missions and 56 additional side missions ranging from delivery and escort
jobs to combat races to all-out gang brawls!

* Open-World Exploration. Joyride around a massive city and discover a wide variety of missions and objectives throughout
its distinctive neighborhoods.

* Insane Weaponry. Equip yourself with a range of weapons for knock-down-drag-out encounters with rivals on the road!

* Ride in Style. Choose from a variety of motorcycles and customize your bike to suit your style.
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Stop wasting your time here and move on to the next game. This game is bad and nothing like the Road Rash games you've
enjoyed back in the days.

The physics inside this game is so bad that it makes you wanna refund the game. Looks like the bikes don't fully hit the ground
and instead sit in the air. Please fix the somewhat transparent ground as soon as possible because it makes the game disgusting
and almost unplayable imao and feels like I'm playing WipEout only with flying bikes like it's the future or something.

Don't get me wrong I'm a big fan of the WipeOut game series, but WipeOut shall say WipeOut and Road Rage shall say Road
Rage. Do you get what I'm saying?!

Budget version of Burnout Paradise... Ok, searced a game for split screen coop. Looking at price of 3 bucks, hey what can go
wrong?
There is a menu for multiplayer split screen but with just one (xbox controller you cant join) in single player the game works
quite well with keyboard.
Well in couple of days i get an adaption of a wii U controller for PC then i give this game a try again.
Cause in Singleplayer this looks so arcade i dont want to try it.
No Fullscreen or graphics option or configurable keys found either.

Gamescores for Road Rage on magazines are bad as Hell reminds me on ET the game for Atari 2600 back in the days. Released
unfinished under pressure and burried in a junk yard with thousands of copys. Someone dug them out recently with success.

If i had payed 30 bucks for this obvious unfinished product, i would go road raging to Developers.. A bit pricey at full price, but
I got it on sale and I'm really enjoying it. It's not quite AAA but it's a fun little racer \/ combat thingy with some nice
environments and decent action. It's a bit quirky, but that's the low budget vs. ambition battle showing through. All in all, I like it
and I'm enjoying it. It's simple fun and I've sank over 4 hours into it so far, so it can't be all bad :). Road Rage is what happens
when you take Road Rash\/Road Redemption and GTA San Andreas and put them in a blender. (Video Version of Review) 
https:\/\/youtu.be\/7tbRy1wJfNU While the world building clearly takes inspirations from from the older GTA title (even
including "zones") it is nowhere near as inspired or charming; with the environments far more lifeless and bland, but not terrible
either. In fact if I had to sum this title up it would be just that, it's really not terrible! The handling and mechanics are functional
but not very fun. You can pop a wheelie, but can't wipe out of it, heck you can still use your handbrake while in a wheelie for
surprisingly effective and funny turns. There are lots of unlocks and customization options, but uninspired and even boring
combat and racing make these upgrades far less desirable. There is no "hangout" or garage for your character, and all upgrades
and purchases are done through a menu. All the games story and missions are handed out via cell phone texts. You can incur the
wrath of the law with a star system (where have I seen that again?) but the cops AI has more trouble navigating the world then
you will. Speaking of AI the other bikers in races are constantly having hilarious wipeouts and random crashes, but thankfully
don't "rubberband." Overall this is a title that will disappoint at most every turn, but mainly because you can see the potential
just under the surface. If this title was early access then I would give a thumbs up with the caveat of waiting for a 50% off sale.
However, as a fully released title this is a hard pass at this price. There is far to much polish, tweaking, and even overhauls
needed before this title can be recommended as the hidden gem I know it could be.. Ok, searced a game for split screen coop.
Looking at price of 3 bucks, hey what can go wrong?
There is a menu for multiplayer split screen but with just one (xbox controller you cant join) in single player the game works
quite well with keyboard.
Well in couple of days i get an adaption of a wii U controller for PC then i give this game a try again.
Cause in Singleplayer this looks so arcade i dont want to try it.
No Fullscreen or graphics option or configurable keys found either.

Gamescores for Road Rage on magazines are bad as Hell reminds me on ET the game for Atari 2600 back in the days. Released
unfinished under pressure and burried in a junk yard with thousands of copys. Someone dug them out recently with success.

If i had payed 30 bucks for this obvious unfinished product, i would go road raging to Developers.. Go play Road Redemption
instead, seriously.

This is an absolutely appalling, no effort experience. Calling it "unfinished" would be giving it too much credit. "Unstarted"
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would be a more accurate assessment. It lacks polish in almost every area (You can literally pop a wheelie while your at 0 MPH
without falling). The bike-to-bike combat is dead simple and brainless. There is no sense of speed. Oftentimes your bike will
crash offroad for no reason simply because the game's developers wanted to place an invisible boundary. The animations are
stiff and driving through objects in the world is very common.

As a good example of how no-effort this game is, the weapon trail on your weapon will often appear visible on the screen before
the weapon is even swung, as though there's a spiderweb that suddenly appears on the edge of your weapon.

Definitely do not recommend.. I would laugh if it weren't so sad.
Let's just say there's a reason they show you the graphics and not the gameplay in the trailer.. no option to change graphic
settings in game actually pretty much no options at all apart from getting a refund which im doing not worth 1.99 on sale. Its a
decent game. Nothing too fancy, but a nice combat racer for in between.

I enjoyed the game and it was some fun. Actually finished it and i only payed $2.99 on sale. Yes, i wouldn't recommend to pay
full price for the game. But otherwise if you like motorcycle and combat racing games, it might be something for you. Just dont
expect too much.... Go play Road Redemption instead, seriously.

This is an absolutely appalling, no effort experience. Calling it "unfinished" would be giving it too much credit. "Unstarted"
would be a more accurate assessment. It lacks polish in almost every area (You can literally pop a wheelie while your at 0 MPH
without falling). The bike-to-bike combat is dead simple and brainless. There is no sense of speed. Oftentimes your bike will
crash offroad for no reason simply because the game's developers wanted to place an invisible boundary. The animations are
stiff and driving through objects in the world is very common.

As a good example of how no-effort this game is, the weapon trail on your weapon will often appear visible on the screen before
the weapon is even swung, as though there's a spiderweb that suddenly appears on the edge of your weapon.

Definitely do not recommend.
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The physics inside this game is so bad that it makes you wanna refund the game. Looks like the bikes don't fully hit the ground
and instead sit in the air. Please fix the somewhat transparent ground as soon as possible because it makes the game disgusting
and almost unplayable imao and feels like I'm playing WipEout only with flying bikes like it's the future or something.

Don't get me wrong I'm a big fan of the WipeOut game series, but WipeOut shall say WipeOut and Road Rage shall say Road
Rage. Do you get what I'm saying?!

Budget version of Burnout Paradise... A bit pricey at full price, but I got it on sale and I'm really enjoying it. It's not quite AAA
but it's a fun little racer \/ combat thingy with some nice environments and decent action. It's a bit quirky, but that's the low
budget vs. ambition battle showing through. All in all, I like it and I'm enjoying it. It's simple fun and I've sank over 4 hours into
it so far, so it can't be all bad :). Road Rage is what happens when you take Road Rash\/Road Redemption and GTA San
Andreas and put them in a blender. (Video Version of Review) https:\/\/youtu.be\/7tbRy1wJfNU While the world building
clearly takes inspirations from from the older GTA title (even including "zones") it is nowhere near as inspired or charming;
with the environments far more lifeless and bland, but not terrible either. In fact if I had to sum this title up it would be just that,
it's really not terrible! The handling and mechanics are functional but not very fun. You can pop a wheelie, but can't wipe out of
it, heck you can still use your handbrake while in a wheelie for surprisingly effective and funny turns. There are lots of unlocks
and customization options, but uninspired and even boring combat and racing make these upgrades far less desirable. There is
no "hangout" or garage for your character, and all upgrades and purchases are done through a menu. All the games story and
missions are handed out via cell phone texts. You can incur the wrath of the law with a star system (where have I seen that
again?) but the cops AI has more trouble navigating the world then you will. Speaking of AI the other bikers in races are
constantly having hilarious wipeouts and random crashes, but thankfully don't "rubberband." Overall this is a title that will
disappoint at most every turn, but mainly because you can see the potential just under the surface. If this title was early access
then I would give a thumbs up with the caveat of waiting for a 50% off sale. However, as a fully released title this is a hard pass
at this price. There is far to much polish, tweaking, and even overhauls needed before this title can be recommended as the
hidden gem I know it could be.
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